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C a p t io n
C om p e t it io n !! !!

Last Issues capt
ion competition
winner was Mar
tin Harrington.
See the back insi
de cover for
the this issues…

Other contributions - in no particular order:
Trevor:
Vince:

"No …. I don't want to play with the naughty boys"
"What's glass half full mean?"

Trevor:
Vince:

”Karen, I think I’ve got PPI”
”He’s been in the swimming pool without goggles”

Vince:
Trevor:

"Do you wanna have text sex?"
"Sorry, I can't I'm with virgin"

Trevor:
Vince::

“Must text Karen and tell her about these garden compost toilets I have bought, she will be so excited.”
“How do I tell Debs that Trevor bought these toilets before I could, she’s going to be so disappointed.”

Trevor:
Vince :

“Hey, Vince, do you think the art of conversation is dead?”
“Who needs conversation when you can “catch-up” on CHiPs on your phone”

Trevor::
“Just as I thought I'd grab a few quality moments to myself then "he' arrives. Sigh.”
Vince: :
“Thought I'd keep Trevor company, but first let me just check my Facebook page…”
—
Trevor::
“I must knock this vaping on the head, it makes me so sleepy.”
Vince::
“Damn it, my eye sight is going I can't read any of my texts anymore!”
—
Trevor:: News
“If Karen
doesn't
turn up with my raspberry flavoured juice soon I'm going to go nuts!”
Hogsback
Spring
2019
Vince::
“Come on Debbie. I texted you over ten minutes ago for that vodka to go with my OJ!”
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Dell
Director

It was a sad start to the new year with the loss
of 3 Chapter members in a short period, Cliff
Michie, Simon Selby and Ian Hardy-Evans. I
have been in contact with all their partners and
they all stated how much Cliff, Simon & Ian
enjoyed being part of the Chapter. I want to
pass on thanks to everyone from Cliffs widow
Golly who is very appreciative of the escort
provided for his final journey. There is a
memory book dedicated to Cliff who was a
dedicated member of our road crew in the
dealership for members to look through.
On a happier note, we began the riding year
with the start of season event at GH-D and
what a hoot that was with a very leather clad
finish which I am having nightmares about.
Thanks to Aaron, Beth and all at GH-D for such
amazing support – what a great dealership we
have.

There is now a great ride program released of
weekends, day and evening rides along with
other events. Yes, true, there’s the odd space
to fill but hurray, we have some new road crew
all gagging at the bit to get stuck in and show
us old dogs something new.
Hogsback News Spring 2019

Which reminds me, congratulations to our 4
new Road Marshalls: Ken (don’t mess with
Texas) Hall, Al Denton-Miller, Martin Harrington
and (as we are even inclusive to people who
come from the underside of the planet) Paul
Cutler who all get to play road crew.
Congratulations also to Gary Tew and Andy
Parker who become Road Captains. Also 2
members hit their 20th year anniversary with
the Chapter - Gary Morss and Sally Salamon. I
felt honoured to recognise them with the
presentation at GH-D.
I hope we managed to keep you interested
during the winter months with the events we
put on like garage days, shooting, bowling,
race night and winter ball along with all those
doughnut days at GH-D. Hogsback have some
big events this year with Cirencester being the
main one. Those who attended last year will
know it’s a fabulous venue and this year will be
bigger and better. Robin is in charge of running
the rally and has apologised for suggesting the
bar might close at some time and upsetting
some of you. Please note we’ve had a lot of
interest from other Chapters so book your
accommodation before its full up. This includes
Mons Chapter in Belgium coming to
Cirencester who in turn will be hosting us later
in August at the Tanks in the Town ride
(probably the best away weekend of the year in
my unbiased opinion).
!4
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Then Howard “the Pipe” is arranging the HOGs
on the Farm, our annual local party come rally
at err… well… a farm. The trip on the tractor
and trailer to and from the pub alone is worth
the ticket as it’s hilarious. Bands each night,
food (including Saturday BBQ) and drink on tap
along with fun and games on site.
Then in August we have the Limburg Chapter
visiting us so we will combine this with our
summer evening BBQ. All are ticketed events
with details on the website. Eileen would love
to sell you a ticket.
This year we are looking good to break the 400
barrier with paid up members for the first time
as Hogsback. The whole committee are
delighted at the number of active new members
that have joined up since last year and its great
to see club nights bulging at the seams with
you lovely lot. If you’re new to the Chapter then
I really hope you get the joy and friendship so
many of us have found with Hogsback. You
may have seen our new advertising poster in
the dealership care of Clive Everett. Roger
Bonnici is also producing a publicity video for

us which we will use to attract more new
members to the HOG lifestyle and grow the
Chapter even more.
Here’s to a long sunny season.
Dell Evans
Director

The following email addresses can be used to contact Officers of the
Chapter:

director@hogsbackchapteruk.org
assistantdirector@hogsbackchapteruk.org
secretary@hogsbackchapteruk.org
treasurer@hogsbackchapteruk.org
headroadcaptain@hogsbackchapteruk.org
webmaster@hogsbackchapteruk.org
loh@hogsbackchapteruk.org
charities@hogsbackchapteruk.org
safety@hogsbackchapteruk.org

headphotographer@hogsbackchapteruk.org
activities@hogsbackchapteruk.org
editor@hogsbackchapteruk.org
merchandise@hogsbackchapteruk.org
membership@hogsbackchapteruk.org
roadcrew@hogsbackchapteruk.org
trike.rep@hogsbackchapteruk.org
historian@hogsbackchapteruk.org

If you need to contact a specific Chapter officer via email, you can do so using the following
format: firstname.lastname@hogsbackchapteruk.org

Hogsback News Spring 2019
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Paul

Paul’s Bit

Assistant Director
Hi All,
and a big welcome to another rip-snorting
Hogsback season.
With rufty-tufty riders out on the road piling up
the miles in the face of some lingering winter
weather conditions the 2019 Ride Programme
is already delivering the expectation of another
fun packed catalogue of rides.
Once again the Road Crew have produced a
range of rides that appeal to all your Harley
desires. From bimbles down local leafy lanes to
much more challenging adventures over the
water. The variety and abundance on offer has
something to suit everyone’s taste. Don’t forget
the Chapter website and weekly E-shot gives
full details of upcoming rides.
As always, I reach out to new members or
anyone thinking of joining Hogsback Chapter
and say “Don’t hold back!”. Turn up, dip a toe in
the water and you will find yourself in the
company of some lovely people who will
welcome you and look out for you as you enjoy
your early rides.

Over the off season Hogsback Head Road
Captain Graham Woods and our Safety Officer
Vince Pyle, along with the backing of the other
Road Captains, have been busy making sure
the Chapter receives the best possible support
from the Road Crew and we now have two
newly promoted Road Captains and a further
four Road Marshal’s added to the roster. They
are all ready to impress and provide the
excellent service our Road Crew is renowned
for. Congratulations to all.
So everyone, off we go!
Fingers crossed for blue skies as we have
plenty of opportunities to get out and ride the
black stuff.
See you on the road.
Shiny side up folks!
Paul Andrews
Assistant Director
Road Captain

With Spring in the air and the temperature
rising there is no better time to join us in our
travels. Experienced rider or new to biking?
Don’t hesitate and very soon you will find you
have a rather large extended family!
The Chapter events go from strength to
strength. Our Cirencester Rally continues to
evolve and this seasons multi chapter event will
be even bigger and better and provide a
fabulous weekend at what must be one of the
best venues around. With live music, an
impressive rideout, plenty to eat and drink and
lots of Harley’s it’s a great opportunity to join in
and party.
To new and existing members alike if you are
not sure it’s for you then speak to Robin or any
of his organising team who will be more than
happy to give you a run down of what this great
weekend holds in store.
Hogsback News Spring 2019
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Wobin

Robin’s Bit

Assistant Director
As I write this I have just returned from a 300
mile test ride of the Cirencester route with
Vince Pyle and with some minor adjustments it
should evolve into a good route.
So far we have 119 people coming and 68
rooms have been booked. There are still rooms
left so book soon. Email me asap.
We have also have our garage days except of
course the one that Justin wanted (puncture
day) which had to be cancelled due to a severe
outbreak of manflu at GHD. Feedback on the
days was great and sympathies are still coming
in for the manflu victims.
There have been a whole list of stuff going on
like Ride 365, (yes you have to register again
at the start of the year) ABC dealer pictures
(showing your Chapter patch and anyone
else's as well) count towards the Chapter
Challenge.

This year is a 30 dealership year for the
Ironhog challenge so expect activity on that
front.
Thanks to all that turned up for Doughnut day, I
will have another soon.
I am looking
forward to
this years
program
which has
now kicked
off and I will
see you
soon. And
whilst writing
well done
Eileen for a
cracking
Winter ball.
Robin
Assistant Diretor

Mileage Challenge is now known as RIDE 365!
Lots has changed, check out Hog.com for the full details.
You still bring in your picture of the speedo and vin and you still have to do it TWICE a year. But
you have more time to do it.
So why should you do it? It helps you, it helps the Chapter and it gives you a feel of belonging.
You can still ride your bike in and do it the old way if you want and I will still do Doughnut days.
All we need is your name, hog number, VIN number and current mileage.
You will be able to track your record on Hog.com and see how the Chapter is doing. You can
also update your mileage throughout the year.
There will still be registration slips upstairs at GH-D and in the Service dept.
Any questions email Robin.seymour@hogsbackchapteruk.org

Hogsback News Spring 2019
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Katie

Katie’s Bit

Membership Officer
Hi Everybody and thank you to all those who
sent me a Valentine’s card, always good to be
loved. x
Needless to say, I’ve been very busy
processing all the Membership renewals for
2019, which are still popping through my
letterbox on a daily basis,
Good job we’ve got our own GPO Sorting
Office here in Petworth. Our ‘postie’ is very
grateful to you all for keeping him employed
and exercised through the winter.

If you have already renewed, our new
Hogsback Chapter membership card is either,
now in your possession, available from Beth at
the Dealership or me, if you can catch me. It
will not be posted out but is well worth
collecting as it get’s you access to some club
benefits.
See you at April club night at Guildford HarleyDavidson, if not before.
Katie Francis
Membership Officer

For those of you still suffering from the winter
blues and not yet renewed, you have missed
the 31st March deadline for the discounted rate
and you will now have to save up your pocket
money and cough-up £25 for riders and £15 for
non-riders.
Renew now to enjoy all the privileges of
membership you have been spoilt with up to
now.
It’s always a pleasure to see new faces at club
nights and the constant refreshment of our
membership with fresh enthusiasm for what we
do collectively as a Chapter. Welcome.
We were all ‘newbies’ once and it’s our
inclusive attitude that sustains the rolling
success of everything we organise for you, our
members.
I look forward to seeing and talking with all of
you at as many meetings and rides as I can
attend throughout the year.
Just a word about filling in forms before I go.
Where the form asks for your HOG number, it
is the 7-digit number on your HOG Membership
card; for most it begins with GB. It also has an
expiry date to remind you that you need to
renew HOG membership in order to sustain
Chapter Membership. Forms are always
available for download on our website. Please
read the instructions.

Hogsback News Spring 2019
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Liz

Liz’s Bit
The Ladies had a get together at The Tree
Boxhill, there was a mixture of pillions and
riders giving plenty of ideas for the next few
years.
The lunches are very popular, there were 28 at
our November one, although the one in April
might be quieter as it is on Good Friday, we will
continue to hold them although there may be a
change in venues.
The Bring and Buy at club nights will carry on
with Delia overseeing, the clothes should be
taken home by the sellers if not sold at the end
of the evening.
We held our first Ladies Break out half hour at
the December Club night, there were a few

LOH Officer
teething problems but we will hold them when
club night is at the Dealership.
The Shopping trip to Windsor went well, a
minibus took 7 ladies to Windsor where, after a
slight hold up due to a row needing finishing,
we met up with another lady and were in pole
position for the changing of the guard
(Nijmegem Company Grenadier Guards) who
were accompanied by the band from the
Household Cavalry. We nearly lost one lady
who was leaning out to get a good photo and
almost got swept away by the band.
After a leisurely lunch, including some lovely
looking cakes, the party split. One half went to
the shops and the other half went to the castle
to imbue some culture and check out the Royal
wedding dress.
The Ladies garage day was held on Saturday
at the dealership. There were 7 ladies, a vax, a
henry and a hand held hoover. Arran and Neil
took us through the checks that should be done
and how to do them on our bikes. A very
enjoyable afternoon was had by all.
Liz Getgood
LOH Officer

Hogsback News Spring 2019
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Eileen

Eileen’s Bit

Activities Officer
Hi All,
Since the last newsletter we have had the End
of Season party and the Winter Ball. The End
of Season Party’s theme for 2018 was Heroes
and Villains and everyone looked fantastic as
usual. We had a great band called Blue Juice
and as always the our trusted DJ Rob Paston
played into the early hours. We held a charity
raffle with some really fantastic prizes including
an H-D service kindly donated by Aaron from
GH-D. We sold out of tickets for the event
which meant that unfortunately some members
missed out, so this years EOS will be at a new
bigger venue, look out for details later in the
year.
We have also recently had our Winter Ball,
what a fantastic night, the ladies all dressed up
in their Ball gowns and the men got suited and
booted, Hogsback Chapter do it in style. Yes,
we do scrub up well!

raffle with all of the prizes donated by our very
generous members. Thatchers Hotel also
donated a very generous prize.
We are now busy organising this years events,
so keep checking the e-shots, website and of
course make sure you come along to the club
nights where you will get up-to-date info, meet
knew and old friends and generally have a
great evening. If you haven’t been to an event
yet and want to see what we all get up to, visit
the photo gallery on the website.
As always thank you all for your support and for
making all of the events such fantastic fun and
remember, without you it can’t happen.
Eileen Ostinelli
Activities Officer

The Ball was held at Thatchers Hotel which
was a great venue. The food was lovely, we
had music from DJ Rob Paston who had
everyone up on the dance floor and we had
some great guitar action from the both the men
and the ladies. This year we had Blackjack and
Roulette tables manned by professional
croupiers. The tables were full all night and
were great fun. We had an amazing charity

Hogsback News Spring 2019
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Woody

Graham’s Bit

Head Road Captain
Navigate with attitude!
We’re all looking forward to spring and the start
of season and you have no doubt reserved
spaces for weekends away. On my Glide the
built in Sat-Nav will guide me to just about
anywhere in Europe, steering me direct to that
Bijoux Hotel hidden away in the backwaters of
my chosen location.

Help is at hand with ‘Ram Mounts’ and
‘QuadLock’, both of whom make nifty, easily
removable smartphone mounts.
I managed to get a 1” ball mount to neatly slip
into my clip on handlebars (see photos below)
fitting a smartphone within the minimal space
available. So for bobbers & choppers
handlebar or mirror mountings are not a
problem. No need to screw-up the look of your
custom bike, simply clip your phone onto the
mount and using ‘Google maps’ steer to your
exact destination with attitude!
Graham Woods
Head Road
Captain

SAT NAV WITH ATTITUDE

Great – but what if you have attitude and ride
Bobber, Chopper or Sports models? I recently
rode my Ducati to Helmet City and spent an
hour riding around the Kent countryside looking
for the freekin place!

HANDLEBAR BALL MOUNT

Hogsback News Spring 2019

‘QUAD LOCK’ EASY FIT/REMOVE
HANDLEBAR MOUNT

‘RAM MOUNTS’ IN A MINIMAL SPACE
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Axel

Axel’s Bit

Head Photographer
For the first newsletter of the year, it’s always
difficult to write extensive reports, as “little”
happens between the seasons. Some of these
little things are BIG, like the annual End of
Season Party which is always a great
photographic event. This years with the theme
“Heros and Villains” was clearly no exception.
Thank you to all for your great effort in
becoming a Super-Hero or Super-Villain.

2019 Tom van den Broek

The other “little” event repeating itself every
year is the shooting in Bisley. Again this year,
no photographer was injured taking the photos.
I have covered this event for the last 8 seasons
and every year it produces stunning memories
and picture. It is also frickin cold every year.

Axel Thill

For 2019, enjoy the rides, keep taking pictures,
try out the wonderful landscape mode of your
mobile (just hold it sideways, not as a
telephone) and send up to 5 of them to
images@hogsbackchapteruk.org, if more,
simply ask for a DropBox link.

Head Photographer
Treasurer

All galleries are online, check them out.
Every year there is also a competition for the
best shooter, here is the list of winners:
2012 Gary Morss
2013 Andre Sordyl
2014 Nicola Jolly
2015 Steve Routh
2016 Julie Newton
2017 Ian Keen
2018 Genevieve Ryan

Hogsback News Spring 2019
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Steve
Road Captain

A crowd of spectators, along with Trainers,
Jockeys, Fillies, Colts and a few old Nags and
Cart horses arrived at the little know Bisley
Horse racing circuit for a jolly evening of
merriment.
The circuit of six lanes laid and the stalls, well
they were just there!!
Compère for the evening was one
distinguished gentleman that looked like
Howard Pullen and what a job he was going to
have extracting money from the spectators to
buy the rights of being a trainer, maybe we
need a dentist next year?? But race by race
Howard was doing a grand job raising the total
for our Charity fund.
Becca Evans and Eileen (Mrs O, I can’t spell
the rest of it!!) were there ready to take all the
bets on the respective horses. Jenifer Evans
and I were on the dice, Jenifer rolling the horse
number and I was rolling the distance they
moved.
Race one, Howard called the off and the dice
rolled. One by one Horses were moving down
the course by numbers, well some were, the
odd one seeming not to want to leave the
stalls. At last this horse was off, 4 places
forward, great, and then rolled again, same

Hogsback News Spring 2019

horse but a 3 and a three means 3 places
backwards!!
And so it continued through the following
couple of races with much laughter and some
minor cheating, well you cannot expect a horse
to count correctly can you? But the main thing
was that people were having fun and the
charity fund was making money.
There was a lull in proceedings when the super
of Fish and chips arrived. A deadly hush fell

!14
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Racing commenced after the short supper
break with a young filly called Katie in stall
number 2…
Howard starts the horses off again, Jenifer rolls
the horse dice and I the distance. Horse one
six forward, Horse 4 four forward, Horse 6 two
forward, horse 3 five forward and so it went one
with the odd 3 back. But what was the matter
with horse number 2, the filly Katie? She
seemed bored (or had the fish and chips
exhausted her) and started to lie down and
sleep in the stall. But at least her trainer had
provided here with a nice glass bowl for her
water and hopefully not her phone!! Dice
checked and number 2 was still there and then
to the surprise of all horse number 2 was called
and started to gallop, well trundle, down the
course sipping from her water bowl.

Great big thanks to Activities officer Eileen (Mrs
O) Charity officer John Fluker, Wendy, Becca
and Jenifer Evans and last but not least
Howard Pullen for all their work arranging the
evening.
I would suggest to all that the 2020 race night
is a must for your calendar.
Steve Routh
Road Captain

10 races in all were run with many close
finishes but none by a short head or even a
long one for that matter.
At the end of the evening the raffle was drawn
and the many prizes, kindly donated, were won
to cheers, banter and abuse.
A general help had the hall cleared up very
quickly with the tape finding its way too many
different uses with Claire seemingly being
muzzled for some reason!!
With the hall all tidied the evening rounded off
before 11pm. A Great night of fun, with great
company and the raising of £886 for the charity
fund. What a great result.

Hogsback News Spring 2019
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Wavy Davy’s “Big Vee Twin”

Wavy Davy

Like many of you, my love of music has always
helped me cope with life and everything it
throws at you. The song you choose to listen to
at any one time is likely to reflect your mood at
that moment. Life deals so many rich
experiences, its good to celebrate them as
often as possible with the right music.
Motorcycling has always been integral to
everything good I’ve ever done and it’s good to
have songs to enjoy that enrich those feelings.
I wrote a song in 1998 and I called it, “Vertical
Twin”. I wanted to capture the extraordinary
elation of riding and racing my 1972 SF750
Laverda vertical twin around the roads and
road-race circuits of the UK in the late 1980’s.
The song was tested in various small venues of
the ‘Guildford Songwriter’s Evenings’, which
were enjoyed by performers and audiences
alike, because of the very personal, intimate
delivery offered by the sessions. With some
musician friends, we also used some of my
songs to perform live, billed as, ‘Blaidd’, at
various music venues around Guildford,
including three consecutive year’s at Stoke
Park’s, ‘Guilfest’, in 2000, 2001 & 2002.

Hogsback News

In 2004 I purchased my first Harley-Davidson,
an XL883, which, (unbeknown to me at the
time), heralded the next amazing phase of my
life. The basic concept of this brilliant model still
lives, providing all the possibilities of very
personal customisation. My normally aspirated
Sportster ended up as a very quick, high
compression 1200cc, fully customised sports
tourer. Harley-Davidson’s vee twin engines
have such tremendous character, something
we all appreciate in abundance and the
opportunities for development are infinite.
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it did. Problem was, to start with, that I’d never
seriously attempted to play slide guitar before.
So, undaunted, I purchased a glass slide, at
great expense (even greater when you drop
them on a hard floor, another lesson learned)
and gave it a good “go”. Truthfully, I just kept
playing and recording, playing and recording,
ad nauseum, until something played-back that
sounded remotely what I was looking for. I’m
not saying “practice makes perfect”, but I was
pleased with the result.

In 2010, I purchased a pocket Tascam
Portastudio (much like a Portaloo, but for
recording music…) in order for me to craft my
songs into fully sophisticated digital packages.
Many things are “easier said than done”, to
quote Mr W. Shakespeare, and he was dead
right. It has taken an unsophisticated musician
a goodly while to achieve his goal and it is “Far
From Perfect”.

I hope there is an interest to you in me sharing
this, but I just have anyway. Thank you for
reading to the end, always appreciated. Enjoy
your next ride on your big vee twin, wherever it
may be.
Wavy Davy

When finally getting around to recording the
song “Vertical Twin” in 2011, I was beginning to
realise that songs, like motorcycles, need
customising to to achieve their full potential. As
difficult as it is to relinquish the emotion fired up
by my fabulous “Vertical Twin” Laverda, it is
Harley-Davidson’s “Big Vee Twin” motor, which
now stimulates my creative juices and gets
them flowing. So, the song title changed
accordingly.
I also played around, as customisers do, with
various formats and styles. I decided that a
slide guitar would, perhaps, create the right
“feel” for the song in my head. As it turned out,

Hogsback News
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Friday
15.00
18.00
19.00
00.00

Arrival & Registration
Bar opens
20:00 Dinner
Bar closes

Saturday
08.00 - 09:30 Breakfast
10.00 Rideout Brief
10.15 Rideout
12.30 - 13:00 Lunch
13.00 Rideout
16.00 Return
18:00 Bar opens
19:00 - 20:00 Dinner
21.00 Band
01.00 Bar Closes
Sunday
08.00 – 09.30 Breakfast,
depart by 12. 00

Come and enjoy a rally in great surroundings with like minded people and a
fantastic ride out through the surrounding area.
Route into reception and accommodation will be signed. Meal tokens will be
provided. No day tickets, only full weekend.
For more information contact: robin.seymour@hogsbackchapteruk.org

Accommodation
Tithe Barn, Reception and Bar
Motor Home and
Caravan parking

Hogsback News
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Cliff Michie 1956-2018
The sad news was announced that Cliff Michie had suffered a heart
attack and did not recover…..
The following poem was posted on the Hogsback Facebook page
byElizabeth:

Written by Linda Ellis
I read of a man who stood to speak at a funeral of a friend. He referred to the dates on the
tombstone from the beginning… to the end.
He noted that first came the date of birth and spoke of the following date with tears, but he
said what mattered most of all was the dash between those years.
For that dash represents all the time they spent alive on earth and now only those who loved them
know what that little line is worth.
For it matters not, how much we own, the cars… the house… the cash. What matters is how we
live and love and how we spend our dash.
So think about this long and hard; are there things you’d like to change? For you never know how
much time is left that still can be rearranged.
To be less quick to anger and show appreciation more and love the people in our lives like we’ve
never loved before.
If we treat each other with respect and more often wear a smile… remembering that this special
dash might only last a little while.
So when your eulogy is being read, with your life’s actions to rehash, would you be proud of the
things they say about how you lived your dash?

Cliff definitely lived his “Dash” always smiling, joking and chatting to everyone and Dancing…
always dancing!
We shall all sorely miss Mr Cliff “Sat Nav” Michie, but will also remember him with a smile and a
chuckle when we get lost on a ride and remember to always remember to live your dash as Cliff did.
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Wavy Davy’s “Big Vee Twin”

Jim

Santa Rides!
I was asked by Mike Hollis, who owns the
"Blesma" tribute Harley, if we could supply a
couple of trikes to give Santa and his Elf a
small parade for his arrival at a garden centre.
The brief was to meet up at Cine world in
Feltham, Middlesex and slowly ride down the
High Street to arrive at the garden centre
where the kids would be waiting excitedly.
I had a word with some of our trike riders and
due to other commitments choice was limited.
Dave (Titch) Cunningham agreed to join me
and although it meant him riding up from
Portsmouth early in the morning he was more
than happy to help me out.
We arrived at the meeting point along with
some other solo Harley's who were going to be
our escorts on the journey. It was raining quite
hard at the time but we had committed to do it
and carried on regardless. The journey to the
venue was only a couple of miles but it still had
the desired effect with lots of happy people
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Trike Rep
waving and cheering (from under their
umbrella’s) all along the route.
Our arrival at the garden centre was well
received by the crowds that had gathered to
see Santa and his Elf arriving in style on a
couple of trikes along with the escorts. We then
had breakfast in the centre's cafeteria before
heading home leaving Santa to get on with his
work.
The garden centre were suitably impressed
and gave us a cheque for £150.00 for our
Chapter charities.
Jim Cordell
Trike Rep
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Liz

Let me start by saying that I am not a
Hogsback member myself, nor do I ride a bike.
In fact, I only very rarely ride on the back of my
husband’s bike. To add insult to injury, I don’t
particularly like motorcycles or even talking
about motorcycles.
But I do like eating, drinking, dancing and
partying! So when Alasdair asked if I would be
interested in going to the Hogsback Winter Ball,
I said “yes”. When I heard it was black tie, I
thought “even better” because it’s rare to see
my lovely husband wearing anything other than
Harley T-shirts and leather. He made an
exception for the End of Season party - but
then he dressed as Deadpool!!

looking smart for a change. Normally he
considers “smart” to be a newly washed Harley
T-shirt!

We got to the Thatchers Hotel in West Horsley
in plenty of time to shower and change. Hotel
reception was efficient and the room rate that
Eileen had secured for the Chapter was good.

Once we were dressed to the nines we headed
downstairs to find the rest of the Chapter all
dolled up as well - and I have to say, you lot
scrub up very well indeed! There were some
very distinguished looking gentlemen and
gorgeous ladies in attendance. You wouldn’t
have known it was a motorcycle enthusiasts
night out - you could all have been Doctors,
Dentists or Lawyers - I guess some of you
actually are!

Al had hired his dinner suit as he doesn’t own
one. I don’t remember the last time I saw him
wearing Black Tie and he only very rarely
wears a suit for work, so it was nice to see him

We quickly went and got drinks from the bar
and had a good chat with people that we knew
and also met some Chapter members that we
didn’t know yet.

I have been to the last three End of Season
parties, so I know that Hogsback like to party
and always throw a good one. But this was my
first Winter Ball so I was a little nervous. I
shouldn’t have been.
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The room was beautifully decorated and set up
with round tables, each seating 10 . We found
ourselves places at one of the tables and once
everyone was seated the food came pretty
quickly. It was nicely done and very tasty.
Options were Lamb shanks, roast chicken
breast or Veggie Stack. I had preordered the
veggie option. It was very good and a huge
portion.
On each table were little cards with pictures of
mouths on them. We weren’t really sure what
these were until we realised that they attached
to your nose and make you look like someone
else - normally with some kind of mad
expression. We had a lot of fun with these,
even if some looked rather creepy.
DJ Rob Paston got the crowd up and dancing
early and didn’t let us stop until late. He is
always good and knows what the Hogsback
Chapter like, so he plays everything from Disco
and Funk through to Rock and Roll. The
highlight was a lot of the boys and girls playing
inflatable guitars to Status Quo.
Eileen had organised a Casino in the foyer/bar
section of the function room comprising
Roulette and Blackjack tables along with proper
croupiers to run them. Everybody was given a
voucher which we exchanged for chips to play
the tables. This was a lot of fun, especially not
having to worry about losing real money. We
didn’t do so well on the Blackjack, but moved
over to the Roulette which went better. In fact

Al had the most chips at the end of the evening
and won a bottle of Prosecco, despite not really
knowing what he was doing on the Roulette.
Then of course there was the raffle. I have a bit
of history with Hogsback raffles and seem to
normally do fairly well, despite never being
lucky with any other kind of raffle. This was no
exception. I kept winning prizes to the point I
was getting rather embarrassed. 6 prizes in all
including Champagne, a lovely Harley cake,
smellies and chocolate. I did let a few other
people win some of the prizes in the end
though!
Then more dancing, drinking and chatting. All
in all it was an excellent evening and we went
to bed tired and happy. In fact, we slept through
the hotel breakfast hours.
On the way home in the morning I felt a little
fragile. Al wanted to stop for a big cafe
breakfast but I couldn’t face it. Must be a sign it
had been a good night!
So… many, many thanks to Eileen and the rest
of the Chapter who put in all the hard work to
make this happen. It was an excellent evening
and speaking as a Guest to the Chapter, if you
haven’t been to any Hogsback events with your
other half, jump right in and do so. Hogsback
know how to put on a good party!
Liz Denton-Miller
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ABCs of Touring or Ride 365 Journey Challenge
It’s not just the name that’s changed slightly this year. You don’t have to collect business
cards or receipts and you can upload your photo’s online. Not only that but every time you
upload a photo with you and your rocker in it, points are earned for the Chapter Challenge.
‘A’ stands for adventure, but only you can determine what the rest of the alphabet stands for.

1.

Entries must be from a current H.O.G.® member and must be for one person only. If a Full and an
Associate member both wish to enter, each must submit separate entries.

2.

ALL of the following elements must be in EVERY photo you submit:

• Your Harley-Davidson® motorcycle
• An issue of HOG® magazine 2019 (or issue 4/2018 until March 31, 2019). If member has not
received the magazine, they can use or print the Membership Guide cover from hog.com

• An ‘official sign’.
You, the entrant, must be in at least five of the photos. Entries must include a list of each city/town,
county, municipality, state, province, country or event. Photos in front of H-D® dealers must have the
name of the city/village/town written on the back of the photo.
The English translations of location names in alphabets other than Latin, such as Arabic, Cyrillic or
Greek, will also be accepted. Eg: Θεσσαλονίκη will be accepted under T for Thessaloniki,  جدةwill be
accepted under J for Jeddah.
3.

An ‘official sign’ is:
• A sign posted by a government body, which lies within the boundaries of the place it identifies
(mileage/kilometre markers or directional signs are not allowed)
• Government buildings with the name of the city/village/town or state on them such as post offices,
police stations, etc.
• A Harley-Davidson dealership with the name of the dealership clearly visible

4.

The name of the city/village/town, county, municipality, state, country etc. must appear legibly on the
‘official sign’ in the photo to receive points.

5.

You must be on your own Harley-Davidson motorcycle or standing close to it. Photos where your own
bike cannot be recognised or with motorcycles on trailers are not eligible.

6.

You may include entries featuring a Harley-Davidson motorcycle hired to you through Authorised Tours
& Rentals.

7.

Due to the distances travelled in Africa and India, H.O.G. members may include Recognised Game
Reserves under the Countries section of the entry form.

8.

Please attach a separate sheet where entries exceed the available space provided on the official form.
The additional sheet must include your name and H.O.G. number and be firmly attached to the official
form.

9.

Names of winners will be published in HOG magazine. All photos submitted will become the property
of Harley-Davidson Motor Company and may be used in HOG magazine or online.
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Upload your pictures on hog.com. To do this, login or create your account, go to the
“Membership” section, “View all your benefits” and “Learn More” about the ABCs of Touring
contest.
Support the Chapter and win some prizes, join up today.
Any questions, talk to Robin Seymour

10. All entries must be uploaded no later than December 31, 2019. All awards will be announced in spring
2020.
11. Photos must qualify as outlined above to be eligible for points. Points are awarded for signs as follows:
• One point for each city (or equivalent, i.e. village, town, municipality) within the Europe, Middle East,
and Africa region – signs from A to Z. Max. 26 points.
• One point for each country, province, county, shire, borough, département in France, canton in
Switzerland, Bundesland in Germany, territory or State, Drift or Pass. Maximum 30 points.
• One point for each US State/Canadian Province. Maximum 50 points.
• Two points for each official H.O.G. Rally or H-D® event as advertised in HOG magazine, eMagazine
or online at www.harley-davidson.com, hogeuropegallery.com or hog.com. No maximum. Additionally,
if you submit a photo taken with a member of H.O.G. staff at any such event, this will count for an
additional four points. This is only valid for one photograph per entry.
• One point for each natural/national park. Maximum two points.
• One point for each of the six Harley-Davidson US facilities, the Harley-Davidson MuseumTM, the
national H-D headquarters of any country or the Oxford office of Harley-Davidson Europe. Maximum
seven points. (You and HOG magazine must feature but your motorcycle is NOT required for these
points.)
• One point for any authorised Harley-Davidson dealership.
No maximum.
12. The following prizes will be awarded:
• First place: €750 Harley-Davidson® gift voucher, redeemable at any EMEA dealership
• Second place: €500 Harley-Davidson® gift voucher, redeemable at any EMEA dealership
• Third place: €250 Harley-Davidson® gift voucher, redeemable at any EMEA dealership
• One to 25 points: ABCs of Touring pin and patch
• 26 to 51 points: ABCs of Touring pin and patch,
plus a €25 gift voucher redeemable at hogmerch.com
• 52 or more: ABCs of Touring pin and patch,
plus a €50 gift voucher redeemable at hogmerch.com
All entrants will receive an ABCs of Touring patch and pin.
IN THE INTEREST OF FAIRNESS, NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADE TO THE PRECEDING RULES. In
the event of a tie, a draw will be held. The decision of the judges is final in all cases.
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Pete
Road Captain

At last, the first day of Spring (on the
calendar at least) has arrived and we
await the arrival of pleasant weather to go
with it. Although probably not the most
enjoyable part of owning a Harley, we’re
all quite glad to clean the bike ready for
riding, but with that comes the need to do
some basic checks before venturing out
onto the road.
Probably the first thing is to check all the
fluid levels, the oil, hydraulic fluids and
water if applicable. These levels usually
don’t fluctuate too much because they’re
mostly in leak proof systems, but you
never know, so best be safe than sorry and
out of pocket.
Tyre pressures will most definitely need
checking and almost certainly inflating. Now the
science bit; Oxygen molecules are small and
with the drop in ambient temperature, the tyre
and valve will gradually allow the molecules to
leak, hence reducing the amount of retained
pressure which in turn will reduce the bike’s
cornering and handling characteristics and
braking distance. Inflating tyres with Nitrogen
will dramatically reduce the loss in pressure as
the molecules are bigger. If you decide to
change to Nitrogen, ask the tyre distributor to
deflate the tyre two or three times to expel most
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of the air before refilling with Nitrogen. When
fitting new tyres, ask for them to be inflated with
Nitrogen. You will notice less loss of pressure in
cold weather.
We can now, at long last, venture out on our
clean bikes, but don’t make the mistake that
you can ride in the same manner as when you
stopped at the beginning of Winter. Your
senses will need to acclimatise, the road
surfaces will be different and your body will not
be used to the temperatures. Feeling cold can
affect your level of concentration resulting in
delayed reaction times. Investment in a heated
jacket is one good way to stay warm and alert.
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During the wet and cold winter months mold
and algae can accumulate on road surfaces,
especially shady areas and/or those that do not
benefit from the shallow sun. These are
referred to as ‘microclimates’. Shade cast on
the road by a hedge or a tree, a building, a high
wall or even a parked vehicle can make the
road extremely slippery and even more so on
white road markings, because the white ‘paint’
used is slippery in the wet at any time of the
year. All these factors can affect your braking
and stopping distances.

Let’s continue to enjoy our bikes, our Chapter
(the best in existence), our fellow Chapter
friends and the new riding season that’s just
about to start. Let’s all get there safely and not
be mentioned in an incident report or become a
statistic. Happy riding!
Pete Hillier
Road Captain

Hogsback riding incident level is very low,
something that the Roadcrew and Safety
Officer work tirelessly to maintain by holding
introductory briefings and demonstration rides
for new members (in order to experience group
riding), plus other events such as Slow Riding
and Advanced Riding Introductions.
We all enjoy going on a group ride wearing our
Chapter rockers and the general public enjoy
seeing the spectacle we create. Good careful,
responsible riding not only helps to maintain
our good record and keeps you safe, but also
promotes the Chapter as being responsible
and considerate road users. If you make a
potentially illegal or dangerous manoeuvre, you
not only put yourself at much greater risk, but
also bring the Chapter into disrepute in other
road users’ eyes.
Hogsback News
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Ken

Many of you might have seen my riding
companion, Pirate Pete; I thought I would tell
you his story.
He comes from Steve Cork’s home town of
Appledore, and like Steve, growls with a West
Country accent; Annie and I were in a touristy
kind of shop and he caught my eye. “That Bear
looks hardcore” I thought, and asked him if he
fancied abandoning a life on the open seas for
the open road, and being a biker Pirate….
…and what a biker he is.
We have ridden probably 35,000 miles together
and have been as far abroad on the bike as
Osnabruck in Germany collecting ABC points .
Pete has ridden with me from Lands End to
John O Groats in a day. Twice. We have ridden
through freezing cold, through biblical rain, in
blazing sunshine, and he never complains.
Never a murmur. No “you brake too hard”, “you
corner too far over”, “stop hitting those bumps”,
“I need to stop for a bit”….he just rides and it’s,
“bring it on, dude”.

The girls at work felt sorry for him being out in
all weathers, wearing just a t shirt and bandana
and have bought him jackets, trousers and
boots over the years. He has his own passport
with stamps in it from various Harley
dealerships including Cowboy Harley Davidson
in Austin, Texas, Edinburgh Harley as well as
Paris and Dutch Hills, and an official border
crossing stamp from the French (the Brits,
when I asked them for a stamp, said it’s against
regulations to stamp a Pirates Passport! – how
dull)
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He will be doing a charity parachute jump in
June for Save the Children from the top of St
Peter’s Church spire (with only a Save the
Children carrier bag for a parachute) with his
second cousin, Little Ted. No fear from this
Bear.
He is a mighty conversation starter too; I have
lost count of the number of times random
strangers have come up to me, having clocked
him, and began to chat with me about him and
the Harley. But if anyone walks up to the bike
with bad intent, you can hear his low pitched
“stay the hell away from this bike” growl….
For those of you with sharp eyes, you can see
him on the flyer for this years Cirencester
Convergence Rally, which he enjoyed
massively last year! although I would say, he
does get pretty lairy after a few beers…he
proudly sports his Rally Pin.
He is looking forward to the riding season, and
is happy to have a photo taken with any club
members! He loves a marmalade sandwich…
but please don’t give him anything to drink.
Ken
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Tom

Hogsback Shoot Day 27th January 2019Bisley
It was a cold wet Sunday morning as
about thirty members of the Hogsback
Chapter made their way to the Bisley
Shooting Grounds. It’s a popular event the first round of places were fully
booked, and only when Dell arranged a
bigger range did I get off the shortlist to
actually attend!
Walking through historic Bisley, past the
National Rifle Association buildings we reached
the range itself - and a selection of hot teas,
coffees and biscuits, gratefully warming a
group of friendly motorcyclists waiting to pull
the trigger on some unsuspecting targets.
Seven guns were set up on separate stalls, on
each a different weapon, ranging from World
War 2 rifles (the same used by US
Paratroopers on D-Day), to modern semiautomatic rifles and a laser-sighted pistol. Each
shooter was shown how to use the weapon
safely before firing. They had a set amount of
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ammunition to use per stall and a paper target
to record how they did.
Ear-defenders were provided and were most
definitely worth having, some of those guns
really crack when fired!
Shooting got underway, and despite the windy
conditions most managed to fire admirably
upon the enemy. Targets were collected and
handed in after each round as one of these
stalls would be the competition stall, where the
most accurate shooter would win something.
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pistol is no easy thing- all my shots were well
wide of bullseye.
One final impressive gun came out, a multiround shotgun, loaded with more than the
usual two cartridges. It’s quite something to see
a shotgun hit four targets in as many seconds.
As a relatively new member to Hogsback this
shoot was an excellent social experienceextremely well organised and I highly
recommend to anyone interested, man, woman
or child. Just get your booking in quick as I’m
sure it’ll be sold out next time too!
About lunchtime a great siren is sounded all
across Bisley signifying to all that shooting
must cease and eating begin and all
gunslingers headed to the Bisley canteen
where a selection of hearty food was available.

Tom

After lunch the black powder guns came out. A
variety of pistols loaded with specially prepared
bullets, the gunpowder of which made an
enormous cloud of smoke and some quite a
noise!. Since each set of bullets are personally
loaded with powder of different strengths &
amounts, there was one particularly enormous
pistol loaded with the maximum powder,
sounding like a mortar rather than a hand
weapon when fired.
I personally took a few shots with one of these
wild west pistols- and was shocked by the
sensitivity of the trigger, even the lightest touch
and the hand canon fired. Aiming and firing a
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Mark

This is my first year with the club as a new
member and it’s been brilliant. I had no
clue about the HOG or social side of
owning a Harley. After buying my bike in
February (and riding around without much
purpose for a couple of months) Steve
Greene at H-D suggested I might like to
join the local Chapter. I had no idea what a
Chapter did, or was, but thought it was
worth trying out so decided to give it a go.
My first ride out was to Billy’s café in April.
Turning up on my own I was pretty nervous
as my mental image was of a bunch of big
hairy arsed tattooed bikers (I’ve no doubt
some will actually take great pride in that
description) and it would be a little bit like the
walking into the Slaughtered Lamb pub scene
from an American Werewolf in London (look it
up on youtube J).
But nothing could be further from the truth and
everybody made me feel super welcome. A big
call-out to Liz G and Richard C who looked
after me on my first day and are about as far
from big hairy arsed tattooed bikers as you
could get.
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Things continued to get better and better. At my
first club night it seemed to be a mandatory
requirement to be called Mark (4 of us) or John
(4 of them) to be in the club, so that definitely
helped make me feel more at home. I enjoyed
club night so much I brought my wife along to a
subsequent one. Everybody made her feel
really welcome, even Andy. When I introduced
her as my wife his response of ‘but I thought
you were gay’ required some follow up
conversations on the way home, but I’ve just
about managed to patch things up!
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The point is (and I hope you take this thankyou note in the spirit it’s intended) it’s a brilliant
Chapter to be part of and this is obviously down
to the incredible hard work you all put in behind
the scenes planning events and supporting all
the riders. I can’t believe there is another
Chapter that puts on as much for its members
or does as much to create a sense of a Harley
community. I always try to thank the leaders
and back markers after each ride, but
sometimes it’s not possible. I just want to thank
all the folks and let you know, as a rider, you’re
all appreciated!
So, thanks so much for all you do, brilliant job
and keep up the smashing work. Looking
forward to 2019 and some weekends away…
let me know any way I can help you guys… all
the best …
Mark #656
The Ride-outs have been fantastic. I’ve really
enjoyed getting lost everywhere with Cliff and
touring distant supermarket car-parks and
unfinished roads with Pete and Dik. The ride to
Gatwick aviation museum was a particularly
fond memory. I was dropped off in a lovely lay
by and I had 15-20 minutes to sit and watch
the world go by (and generally contemplate
life) when until I noticed Dell, who was our
back marker for the day, passing across the
junction 30 foot in front of me looking
particularly hot and flustered. When he asked
me if anybody else was missing I did get a bit
concerned. We didn’t think so until we were
10 minutes further down the road and nodded
to an oncoming Harley rider, only to realise it
was one of our group.
A common theme I’ve also enjoyed is the
sheer amount of eating this Chapter does;
from breakfasts to lunches to LOH regular
cake events. I’ve definitely started to fill out
since I joined the Chapter and I wasn’t small
to begin with. In fact at recent club night when
I eventually got to the bar the lady said I’m
sorry about your wait and I had to let her
know she wasn’t so skinny herself. I’ve
stopped asking people now how long they’ve
been in the Chapter and simply started asking
them for their waist size. There’s a definite
correlation.
Hogsback News
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Alasdair

Just before Christmas, I got a phone call out of
the blue from Woody (Head Road Captain
Graham Woods) and he asked me if I would
potentially be interested in becoming part of the
Hogsback Road Crew as the Chapter needed
four new Road Crew members this year. I was
one of the candidates and so he was calling
me to gauge interest.
As it happens, I was interested. I have done a
lot of riding with the Chapter over the last four
years, both in the UK and abroad, and was at a
point where I was happy to put some effort into
the smooth running of things as I had
personally got so much enjoyment out of it.
One thing to note, is that potential new Road
Crew are not selected because they are mates
with someone who is, or because they are
larger than life. There’s a process behind it and
the key driver is safety. You don’t just get
issued an orange vest and get pointed in the
direction of the horizon.
First of all there was an introductory briefing
and training session to be held at GH-D where
we would be taken through the (very helpful)
Road Crew Handbook which spells out
processes, expectations and obligations. This
was a 4 hour session where some of the most
experienced Crew were on hand to take us
through how the system works and most of
what we needed to know - and there’s a lot to

know. It’s not just a matter of riding at the front
or back and pointing! The bottom line is that it’s
all about keeping the entire ride safe,
protecting the ride from whatever hazards may
appear and making sure the Road Captain at
the front is aware of what is happening in the
middle and at the back of a ride.
Briefing over and with the full realisation of
what we had signed up to just dawning on us,
Woody dropped the next shoe. “Every year, we
have a Road crew training ride to keep
everyone current. You lot are expected to
organise it this year. Have fun!”
But before this, we also had to attend a “Biker
Down” First Aid course. All Road Crew are
expected to be current on First Aid and do
refresher training every year.
Calling this a First Aid course is actually a bit of
a misnomer. While it does cover first aid it is
also about more importantly managing the
scene of an accident, making sure the correct
emergency services are on the way and
triaging the patient if needed. While nobody
ever wants to see any of our Chapter down on
the road, it’s critical that we know what to do if
it happens.
Our Biker Down evening was hosted by the
Guildford Fire Brigade and also IAM (Institue
for Advanced Motoring) at Guildford Fire
Station on a chilly Wednesday evening.
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The evening was split into three sections:
Managing the Accident Scene, Triage and
Defensive Riding.
First up was managing the scene of an
accident, which I hadn’t really though about
much before, but is critical. As an example,
what happens if you come across a bike in the
road with a rider in obvious distress. Do you
just stop your bike and go to help? What
happens if a truck then comes around a bend,
hits your bike and turns that into a missile that
then takes out bystanders. Not good at all. So
this is about how to make sure the accident
scene does not create more safety problems
first, and only then helping the downed biker.
There's quite a lot to think about and we were
given various thought processes to help.
Next up was first aid itself. This was kind of
gritty and realistic. You’ve probably heard that if
you find someone who has had a bike
accident, you should never move them and
never remove their helmet. Well, Surrey Fire
Brigade disproved that myth. What if they aren’t
breathing? If you can’t get their helmet off, you
can’t normally give them the “Kiss of Life” and
it’s better to get them breathing again than
dead. Surrey Fire Brigade also dispelled yet
another myth. You don't need to give the “Kiss
of Life", unless you like lots of saliva and blood.
If the airway is clear, chest compressions will
keep air flowing into the lungs and keep the
blood oxygenated. What if they are lying in a
pool of petrol? Some seriously sobering
thoughts were raised here.
We did a lot of practice of the correct way to
remove helmets, the correct way to move

people into recovery position, chest
compression, etc...
The final part of the evening was a
presentation from IAM about defensive riding
and also signing up for advanced rider training.
This can only be thought of as a good thing.
One of my life mottos is “always be learning”. I
know there are a lot of people in the Chapter
that have been riding for a long time and are
massively experienced riders, but if you do the
same thing all the time, you aren’t learning!
Anyway, the Biker Down evening was a very
good learning experience. I would highly
recommend it to anybody.
So, with that out of the way, the next thing we
had to do was plan a the Road Crew Training
Day to be held on March 9th. This would
consist of a ride out to a location of our
choosing that we would lead and back mark.
On the way, there would be various simulated
incidents that we would need to respond to.
We chose a ride down to the South Coast. As
there were four of us “New Crew” this year and
everyone would be expected to lead a segment
of the ride, we settled on a ride down to
Littlehampton with a stop at Whiteways Cafe at
Bury Hill on the way down, a stop at East
Beach Cafe in Littlehampton itself, and a stop
at Billy’s on the Road near Billingshurst on the
way back. All in all, we planned the ride in four
legs so each of us would get a chance to lead
the ride and back-mark. The route was about
90 miles round trip and 2 to 2.5 hours riding
time. With stops and simulated emergencies,
probably about a 4 hour total.
Continued on next page…
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The first step was to agree on the details of the
route. We sketched out a plan and then went
and did a recce in my car so we could look for
any problem areas, dangers or things that
might make guiding up to 40 bikes difficult. The
recce went well and we scheduled another one
on the bikes for two weeks later, which would
be one week before the overall Road crew
training ride. Sadly, weather and work
commitments made this impossible, however
we all managed to go out solo and recce the
individual portions of the ride that we had each
decided to lead. This was very important as we
all adjusted our own sections of the route
compared to what we had done in the car to
make sure we had safe drop off positions,
areas to regroup in in case the ride got split up
and other contingencies.
Come March 9th, we were lucky with the
weather. We met up at GH-D and turn out was
great. We had about 30 current Road Crew that
we would be leading! Paul, Ken, Martin and I
were each asked to brief the existing crew on
the route and the other essentials such as
safety. This was kind of daunting and was bit
like trying to teach your grandmother to suck
eggs! Still, it all went fine and after the briefings
we all mounted up and off we went.
As we rode around the route we had planned,
current Road Crew members staged fake
breakdowns to give those of us who were back
marking some experience in what to do when
this happens in real life. The two back markers
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will stop to assess the problem and then one
will stay with the broken down bike while the
other needs to catch up with the rest of the
ride, get up to the front and make the Ride
Leader aware of the situation so he can find
somewhere safe to pull the rest of the group
over and assess the situation. Obviously this
needs to be done safely while following
Highway Code rules.
The ride went well. We didn’t lose anyone, we
got experience of how the system works in real
life and we got to where we were meant to be
going! At each stop point we were all given
feedback by the rest of the crew on how to
improve things. It’s excellent to be able to learn
from the hundreds of years of collective
experience that the Hogsback Road Crew have
between them.
After 80 miles we arrived at Billy’s on the Road
cafe and had a well earned breakfast, then it
was the final leg back to GH-D for a final
debrief and cup of coffee.
So that’s about it. Ken, Paul, Martin and I are
all looking forward to help keep all of you lovely
ladies and gentlemen safe over the coming
riding season and beyond.
Ride safe, have fun and always be learning!
Alasdair
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Sparkle Tour

Liz
LOH Officer

In 2015 the idea of the Sparkle Tour was
created in a village pub one Friday lunchtime
by two likeminded female Harley-Davidson
riders, for female Harley-Davidson riders.
Fellow friends & H.O.G members Jo Green,
HOG Officer Training Co-Ordinator, UK and
Ireland & Elaine Shepherd, National LOH
Officer, UK & Ireland combined both of their
experiences of enjoying a significant riding
weekend with likeminded female HarleyDavidson riders that saw them each being
challenged in different ways.
Jo’s experience was a June weekend
adventure to Jersey with 6 other Ladies of
Harley, they each embraced riding together on
a mixture of roads, embarked on the
complexities of loading & disembarking the
ferry crossing, explored the island making
friends with the local Chapter– they called
themselves ‘The Jersey Girls’.
Elaine’s experience was a July weekend
adventure with 3 other Ladies of Harley as they
embarked on the IronHOG Challenge.
Covering 1775 miles they visited 25 HarleyDavidson dealerships in 59 1/2 hours. Fellow
H.O.G friends followed their adventure on
Facebook and turned up at all hours to support
them en route – wearing matching pink high viz
to indicate they were riding together and to

provide some reflective visibility and safety as
they rode into the night their followers took to
calling them ‘The Pink Ladies’.
Combining aspects of each of these
adventures the LOH motto ‘Share the Spark’
was key to the naming of The Sparkle Tour.
Created, hosted, planned and lead by female
riders, for female riders the first tour in 2016
saw 22 ladies visit 6 Harley-Davidson
dealerships as they enjoyed the freedom of
riding the open road together during one
September weekend. These 22 ladies ‘Shared
their Spark’ and inspired other ladies to want to
create, host, plan and lead a Sparkle Tour in
their region.
2017 saw three Sparkle Tours taking part
during the same September weekend and
combined together, the South, North and
Northern Ireland regional tours saw 58 ladies
visiting 13 Harley-Davidson dealerships. It goes
without saying that these 58 ladies ‘Shared
their Spark’ and inspired other ladies to want to
create, host, plan and lead a Sparkle Tour in
their region.
Continued on next page…
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In addition to this, a trial of The Twinkle Tour
was held during the same weekend. So how
does the Twinkle Tour fit in?
As a pillion rider, Lorraine Seedhouse, National
Associate LOH Officer was so inspired by the
fun and camaraderie of female riders on a
Sparkle Tour that she got to thinking how
something similar for pillions could work.....and
in 2017 Lorraine came up with the idea of the
Twinkle Tour, created by a female pillion, for
female pillions to travel on roads and visit
places of interest that appeal to female pillions.
During the same weekend in September as the
Sparkle Tour, husbands/partners rode their
Harley-Davidsons taking their ‘Twinkle Pillions’
on this unique Ladies of Harley weekend. Upon
reaching the destination the ladies celebrate
together while their husbands/partners do their
own thing.
2019 will see 5 Sparkle Tours and 3 Twinkle
Tours taking place during the weekend of 13th,
14th, 15th September. Check out the Event
pages to see details of each regional tour and
combined together, registration has already
exceeded last year’s numbers and this year’s
programme will see ladies visiting HarleyDavidson dealerships during the same
weekend.
What’s the difference between Sparkle &
Twinkle?
Sparkle Tours are open to female riders with
H.O.G membership on their chosen model of

Harley-Davidson; female riders are welcome to
take a female pillion with H.O.G membership.
Twinkle Tours are open to female pillions with
H.O.G membership to ride with their husband/
partner on their chosen model of HarleyDavidson, no solo riders permitted on this tour.
ALL tours will be lead by a H.O.G Road
Captain.
ALL LADIES WHO WANT TO RIDE WITH THE
GROUP ON TOUR MUST REGISTER TO
TAKE PART:
To do so, female riders for a Sparkle Tour
please email
chapterreploh@harley-davidson.com and
female pillions for a Twinkle Tour please email
chapterrepassociateloh@harley-davidson.com
with your full name, H.O.G membership
number, the model of HarleyDavidson you ride and which tour
you wish to participate in. If you’re
a member of a H.O.G Chapter
we’d also be interested to know
which one too.
For general Sparkle Tour enquiries
please email
sparkletourenquiries@gmail.com
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Twinkle Tour South West - Six Counties to Sea
Hosted by Penelope Weeks & Kathryn Renshaw, leaving Plymouth H-D this tour will incorporate
visits to Riders Bridgwater, Riders Bristol and Southampton H-D.
Tour highlights include exploring Dartmoor National Park, Exmoor, Blackmore Vale, Cranbourne
Chase, New Forest and a ride over Clifton Suspension Bridge which spans the picturesque Avon
Gorge.
Approx ride distance 260 miles.

Twinkle Tour South - History, Gin & a Castle
Hosted by Liz Getgood
Leaving Guildford H-D this tour will incorporate visits to Reading and Oxford Harley-Davidson
dealerships.
Tour highlights will include touring scenic countryside between dealership visits, including a visit to
the historic City of Winchester, the Bombay Sapphire distillery and to take a step back in time with a
visit to 12 century Arundel Castle.
Approx ride distance 240 miles.
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EOS Party

Brett
Editor

There’s not much you can say about the EOS party
really. They are always fun filled affairs with
copious amounts of eating, drinking and dancing. I
think that the theme of Hero’s and Villain’s got
everyone inspired as the costumes were
particularly impressive this year.
Let the pictures speak for themselves…
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Annual Tenpin Bowling

Pete
Road Captain

Once again, three HOG Chapters came
together for what now seems to have evolved
into an annual occasion. Invicta, 1066 and
Hogsback members assembled at Crawley
bowling alley, it being the most equidistant for
all, on a sunny Sunday 3rd February morning.
As it was in the middle of winter and plenty of
salt on the roads, we were not the only ‘softies’
to arrive by car. In fact nobody went on their
bike, but as this was focused on being a social
more than a riding event, nobody was
particularly upset about driving there in their
comfortable warm car.
The three teams of fifteen bowlers were spread
out over the lanes so that two bowlers from
each Chapter bowled together, renewing
acquaintances and socialised during the
session, which was played over two games.
It was all very jovial and relaxed, but a greater
sense of competitiveness crept in when
everyone started chatting to each other. It soon
became evident that the other teams had
elevated the bowling to a whole new level by
holding practice sessions.
I mean practice sessions? Come on guys it’s
only a game!
We could see during the two games that
everyone wanted to win, including Hogsback of
course.
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Our team members bowled with determination
and dedication. In so doing we improved on our
third place of last year and achieved a very
respectable second place. I think this will only
serve to increase the desire within the other
Chapters to hold onto their first place and
relinquish their third place next year.
The other Chapters have already expressed a
desire to do it all again next year, but Hogsback
will need to follow suit and maybe do some preevent practice sessions in order to improve on
our second place.
Thank you to all our bowlers for stepping up to
defend the Chapter honour and achieving a
valiant second place (did I mention we came
SECOND). Let’s go for the big one next year.
Pete Hillier
Road Captain
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C a p t io n
C om p e t it io n !! !!
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Here’s your next
caption competit
ion. A highly
desirable prize w
ill be awarded to
the best/
funniest sugges
tion by our head
photographer Axe
l. Please email yo
ur
submissions to:
headphotograph
er@hogsbackch
apteruk.org
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Your only concern is
your destination
Wherever you ride, rest assured that with Harley Rider Insurance™
you have one of the most comprehensive insurance policies.

NEW FOR 2018

We now protect you against uninsured riders and drivers.

5% SAVING FOR H.O.G.® MEMBERS | AGREED VALUE INCLUDED
UK & EUROPEAN BREAKDOWN AND REPATRIATION | £1,250 LEATHERS & HELMET COVER

CALL the only official H-D insurance

0800 977 6878
Get a quote online at www.harley-davidson.co.uk/insurance
In the ROI call 1800 800 845 for a quote.

Opening Hours: UK - Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 9am-5pm, Sun 10am-4pm, Ireland - Mon - Fri 9.00am - 5.30pm, Sat 9.00am - 1.00pm
HARLEY | RIDER INSURANCETM is arranged and administered by Harley-Davidson Insurance Services. As with all insurances, terms and conditions apply.
Harley-Davidson Insurance Services is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Limited, registered in England and Wales No 2600841. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm
Hogsback
reference
number 307243. InNews
Ireland, Harley-Davidson Insurance Services trading as Carole Nash Insurance Consultants is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom and is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland for!44
conduct of business rules. Registered in England and Wales: 2600841. ©H-D 2018. Harley, Harley-Davidson and the Bar & Shield logo are among the trademarks of H-D U.S.A., LLC.

